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Based on our past work
If teachers can teach students to code using the same methods they use
to teach mathematics and science, then coding, possibly integrated with
mathematics and science, could become part of the normal elementary
school curriculum

Why collective argumentation?
Georgia Standards
Students are expected to
• construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
• participate in mathematical discussions involving questions like “How
did you get that?” and “Why is that true?”
• They explain their thinking to others and respond to others’ thinking.

• Academic skill needed in the real world
• Valued by multiple disciplines (Reznitskaya, Anderson, & Kuo, 2007;
Sampson & Clark, 2008)
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CALC: Collective Argumentation Learning and Coding

Research Questions
• How does the CALC approach build elementary school teachers’ content knowledge of coding?
• How do elementary school teachers use the CALC approach to support their students’ learning of
coding, mathematics, and science content and practices?
• What are elementary teachers’ beliefs about using collective argumentation in teaching coding,
mathematics, and science?
• What approaches to coding (e.g. trial & error, structured) do students use after CALC enactment?
• In what ways do students demonstrate an interest in STEM+C learning and careers after
experiencing the CALC approach?

Georgia 4th grade Math Standard MGSE4.NF4
understand decimal notation for fractions and compare decimal fractions
Lesson: Code the motor so your robot to travels 6 inches;
then what code do you change to make your robot travel 12 and 18 inches
First lesson involving coding

No it wouldn’t work, you know how it behaved with 6 and 4, you make one go up a bit (the motor speed code) and
one go down a bit, you said it would move a bit, let’s try 7 and 3.

Part of the discussion
No it wouldn’t work, you know
how it behaved with 6 and 4, you
make one go up a bit (the motor
speed code) and one go down a
bit, you said it would move a bit,
let’s try 7 and 3.

Second lesson
After some instruction using CALC concept

Our data says 0.8 [seconds] for 6 inches and we said 3
seconds will get us 18 inches. We want to see if the claim is
true or not. It turns out that it is false…the claim wasn’t true
because it would have, you have to double it. It goes 6, 12,
18 which is multiplying by 2 and 3. So to get to 12 inches we
need to code [motor code speed] to 1.6 and for 18 inches
we need to use 2.4.
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Findings
• Many teachers admitted they were not very comfortable with coding
• Challenged in teaching children how to use collective argumentation in coding
and struggled with understanding the goal of CALC
- I understand that we're trying to steer away from the trial-and-error and
making arguments, I'm just not sure I know what that means. I don't know
what that looks like… I feel like I'm not there, but I don't know what I'm
missing…
• Cyclic Learning:
• The elementary aged students reacted differently when engaging the CALC approach
• For each new situation, the teachers had to learn how these reactions impacted a learning activity.
• Almost all teachers believed using argumentation helps children explain the process of coding and defend their answers.
• Optimistic about students’ capability of learning to code
• Teachers acknowledged the CALC course helped them to change their role as the teacher

